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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, OLIVER P. .TEEPLE, a 

citizen of the United ‘States-and‘ resident of. 
, Barberton, in the“ county of Summit and 

5 ‘State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Machines for 
Making .Reenforced Box Traysr of which 
the following is a specification. ‘ 

This invention relates to machines for 
10 makingreenforced box-trays, having refer 

ence especially to _the machine forming the 
subject-matter . of Letters Patent of the 
United States No. 1,293,288, dated Febru 
ary 4, 1919. . 

_ The machine described in said patent in 
cludes mechanism for intermittently feed 
ing a strip of box stoclf, means for-produc~ 
ing spaced-apart recesses in the respective 
,edges of the‘ strip to provide longitudinal 

20 side laps integral with the body of the strip, 
means for foldingsaid laps‘upon the ad 
'jacent parts- of the strip‘ body to provide 
reenforced side portions, and means for 
transversely severing the strip between suc 

25 ceeding reenforced portions. _ Such folding 
means comprises vibratory arms for par. 
tially folding the laps inward, stationary 
members for completing the folding of the 
laps upon the adjacent portions of the 

80 strip,_ and a movable pressure device for 
acting upon the folded laps. 
The present invention is in the nature'of 

an“improve_ment in or modi?cation of the 
said folding me'ansjwith theview of ,sim 

35 plifying the mechanis'm'and increasingv the 
speed and consequently the output of the 
machine. ' ~- * .- ' 

According to my invention I provide a 
‘novel cam construction which accomplishes‘ 

40 the folding and pressing’ ‘of the side laps 
of the‘ strip'in a rapid and e?'ective manner 
as the strip progresses from the lap form 
ing to ‘the'strip severing mechanism, as will 
be hereinafter described and claimed. ' 
Inthe drawings- ' _‘ 

Figure 1' is a vertical section of a box 
tray machine equipped with a lap-folding 
structure ‘embodying my__ invention. 

Fig. 2 is a lan- of the said structure 
50 showing 

die, and also the .strip' of stock which is 
being acted upon; arts of the longitudinal 

’ cam bars being bro en away. ' 
Figs. 3 to‘ 6, inclusive, are transverse sec 

56 tions on the respective lines, 3-3, &c., of 

45 

the ad]acent slitting and recessing , 

1921.‘ Serial No. 459,844. 

‘ Fig. 2, showing the progressive lap-folding 
operations. 1 ~ 

_ Fig. 7 is a perspective view‘of the receiv 
mg end of the lap-folding'structure as ,de 
tached and with. the longitudinal cam bars 
removed, showing a progressing strip. of 
box stock. * r ‘a ' ' i' ‘ 

“ ‘Fig. 8 is a similar view of the separate 
.parts ofthe strip-receiving end of thestruc 
ture. . 

_Fig.- 9 is a similar view of one of the 
longitudinal cam bars. . 
.Referring to the drawings, 11 designates 

- a supporting frame, including the table 12. 
13 designates the‘ main shaft; 14 a glue 

pot suitably located beneath the ‘table; 15 
one of the spaced die-plates at the rear of 
the table, and 16 ' a plunger carrying 
punches 17 which are reciprocative through 
the openings of the die plates. ' 

18 designates a roll from which the strip, 
A, of‘ box stock is drawn to and across the 

so 
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roll of the gluepot, andthence about suit- ' 
able guide rollers into the path between the 
die-plates 15 so as to be acted upon bytlie 
punches 17 atspaced intervals throughout 
the length of the strip. The punches are of 
such character as to produce in the strip 
longitudinal- parallel slits d and lateral 
offsets or recesses‘ e to de?ne the spaced 're 
inforcing side laps f, corner tongues g and 
end folds h for succeeding box trays. The 
side portions of the strip adjacent the laps 
are-supplied‘ with glue which cements the 
laps to'the strips when they are folded over. 
upon such side portions. 
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18' designates a v(pair of intermittently- ’ 
rotatable feeding an 
of which longitudinal score lines 0 are 
formed in the strip preparatory to the ac 
tion of the punches, and by which rolls the 
strip is intermittently fed through the die 
path and along the top of the table 12, each 
impulse of the strip being equal to the 

- length of a tray blank, all as fully-set forth, 
in Patent No..1,293,288 aforesaid. _ _ 
The improved folding devices to the 

action‘ of which the reinforcing side lays 
f are subjected after they have passed be 
yond the punch and- die 7 devices‘, is " of 
thefollowing constructionz- > ' 

.1 19 desi ates an elongated block of in 
verted, V- cm in cross-section having a basal 

' plate extension 20 at one end ‘and an angular 
bracket portion. 21 at the opposite end. 

scoring rolls by means 
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15 
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This bracket is bolted to the die-plate, as at 
21’, so that the base of the block longitudi 
nall overhangs the top of the table and ex 
tends in spaced parallel relation thereto, so 
as to provide a free passage for the strip. 
Secured to the oppositely-inclined faces of 
the block are two plates 22 the lower edges 
of which extend freely beyond the block and 
in close parallel relation to thefold lines of 
the respective laps f of the strip. The plates 
are preferably secured in place by set-screws 
23, the holes 24 for which in the plates are 
elongated so as to permit relative adjust 
ment of the lower edges of the plates as de- ;/ 
sired. The lower corners of the plates 22, 
adjacent the bracket21', are turned slightly 
upward to provide lap-guiding members 25, 
and the opposite ends of the plates are pro 
vided with lap supporting tongues 26 con 
stituting extensions of the lower edges of 
the plates. ‘ 

Secured to the table,‘ in spaced parallel’ 
relation to each other and to the lower edges 
of the respective plates 22, are two longitudi 
nall extending bars 27 having inwar l_v ex 

‘ ten ing cam portions, which are located in 
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the longitudinal paths of the respective side 
laps of the strip and are so shaped as to re 
ceive the opposing laps and gradually bend 
them inward and downward in a manner to 
fold the laps upon the adjacent side portions 
of the progressing strip. The cam portions 
of the bars at their right hand or receiving 
end, as viewed in Fig. 2, are spaced apart 
sufficiently to permit the entry of the ad 
vancing side laps under the respective cam 
portions, as indlcated at 128, which portions 
gradually incline above and overlie the 
lower edges of the inclined side plates, as at 
29, and then gradually assume a horizontal‘ 
position and extend thus in spaced parallel 
relation to the top of the table, as at 30, and 
near to the transverse feeding and scoring 
rolls 31. These rolls are arranged in the vi 
cinity of the vertically-reciprocative knife 32 
by means of which the strip is severed into 
blanks designed to be subsequently formed 
into box trays in any suitable manner. 
By the novel folding devices above de— 

scribed it will be seen that as the strip of box 
stock progresses from the punch and die 
mechanism the outer edges of the respective 
laps of the strip pass between the end por- _ 
tions of the cam bars, and thence along the 
cam portions 29 of the latter, the laps thus 
being gradually bent toward and against the 
free lower edges of the plates 22 and in 
wardly upon the inclined faces of the lates, 
and that said laps when they escape t e ex 
tensions ,26 of the plates are gradually folded 
down and ?rmly pressed upon the underly 
ing side portions of the strip for an extended 
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interval of time. Consequently as the strip 
progresses the laps thereof are not only rap 
idly and accurately vfolded but they are also 
effectually cemented to the adjacent side por 
tions of the strip preparatory to the sever 
ing operation of the cutting mechanism. 

I claim- ' 

1. In a box-tray machine having mecha 
nism for-feeding a strip of material pro_ 
vided with spaced reinforcin side laps, a 
lap-folding structure comprising oppositely 
inclined , plates, _ means supporting said 
plates, and parallel cam bars located in the 
longitudinal paths of the respective side 
laps of the progressing strip, each of said 
cam bars having a portion which gradually 
inclines toward and above the lower edges of 
the inclined plates and then gradually as 
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sumes a horizontal position and extends thus ' 
in close parallel relation to the strip. 

2. In a box-tray machine having mecha 
nism for feedinga strip of material provid 
ed with spaced reinforcing side laps, a lap 
folding structure comprising a stationary 
elongated block of inverted V-form in cross 
section having a ?at basal portion adjacent 
the path of the strip, plates secured to the in 
clined surfaces of the block, and parallel cam 
bars located in the longitudinal paths of the 
respective side laps of the progressing strip, 
each of said cam bars having a portiom 
which ‘gradually inclines toward and above 
the lower edges of the inclined plates and 
then gradually assumes a horizontal posi 
tion and extends thus in close parallel rela 
tion to the strip. 

3. In a box-tray machine having mech 
anism for feeding a strip of material pro 
vided with spaced reinforcin side laps, a 
lap-folding structure comprising a station 
ary elongated block of inverted V-form in 
cross-section and having a ?at basal portion 
adjacent the path of the strip, plates secured 
to- the\ inclined surfaces of the block, the 
lower corners of said plates adjacent the re 
ceiving end of the structure being turned 
slightly upward to provide lap-guiding 
members and the opposite ends of said plates 
being extended to provide lap-supporting 
tongues, and parallel cam bars located in the 
longitudinal paths of the respective side 
laps, each of said cam bars having a portion 
which gradually inclines toward and above 
the lower edges of the inclined plates and 
then gradually assumes a horizontal posi 
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tion and extends'thus in close parallel rela- ' 
tion to the strip. 

Signed at Barberton, in the county of 
Summit, and State of Ohio this 1 day of 
April A. D., 1921. 

OLIVER P. TEEPLE. 
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